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Abstract

Results of improvement of the passive device shutdown fast reactors BN-600 (PDSR) are
considered. The device works (lets off a neutron absorber) at increase of coolant temperature above
660 °C (650 °C). The PDSR working element represents a design of a sylphon-container type, filled
with allumunium (magnesium) and operates (extended) under melting it at the expense of energy of a
compressed high-temperature spring, and/or increases of a volume (6% of aluminium) at melting,
and/or increases of a volume at further growth of a temperature. Account of the characteristics of
PDSR working elements is carried out. Mathematical models, describing dependence of the basic of
the characteristics (sluggishness, size of lengthening) from the constructive factors and modes of
anticipated accident, are received. Is shown, that the PDSR characteristics provide an emergency stop
of the reactor BN-600 in a case of a heaviest anticipated accident prior to the beginning sodium
boiling in a core. The developed PDSR have a number of advantages before known, for example,
magnetic with a Curie point, first of all, at the expense of significant efforts generation, multi-
channels of operation and weak dependence on the operational factors, first of all, neutron fluence.

1. INTRODUCTION.

One of urgent problems of NPD safety level increase is decrease of probability of
development heavy (out-of-design) accidents. Numerical estimations of out-of-design
accidents development have shown that in fast reactor with sodium coolant, by its physical
features, damages of the core can be obviated even during the most severe accidents being
followed by attendant failure of active elements in emergency system, if the light action of
passive means on reactivity will be provided [1]. Reactor, supplied by such a systems,
acquires actually properties of internal inherent safety, as all means and effects of its
protection are based on natural processes, proceeding in the core without any communication
with external control systems or sources of energy. Function of the systems is controlling out-
of-design accidents followed by a standard emergency system failure with the aim to except
sodium boiling and severe accidents in reactor core.

The illustration of a role PDSR is served, for example, the results of work [2], which is
shown, that the probability of development of heavy accidents for fast reactor DFBR, under
input PDSR in NPD structure, is practically by two order reduced (from 8,2- 10"8 to 9,4- 10~10

1/(reactor year).

2. STATE OF DEVELOPMENT AND BASIC PDSR TYPES.

The spent analysis of technological and patent sources has shown, now days already it
is offered more hundred of various devices, capable to carry out of PSDR function [1,3]. We
shall stop in more detail on PDSR for fast reactor, working in heavier conditions. The
considered devices can be used and on other types NPD.

Basic known PDSR on character of a feedback it is possible to divide on working on:
- to excess of fuel temperature;
- to decrease of the coolant charge;
- to increase of coolant temperature.
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The work of the first type of devices is based on phase transition, for example, melting
[2], sublimation [4] and moving of nuclear fuel. Apparently, given type of devices will allow
to effectively supply fulfillment of safety function, but now days they are poorly
technologically worked and their introduction should be preceded with a rather long and
expensive stage of improvement.

On a high level there is the development of devices, working on decrease of a level or
the charge (pressure) of the coolant:
- increase of neutron leakage (Japan, GEM) [2];
- hydrodynamic retention of absorber (Russia) [5].

The basic lack of the given type of devices is their low sensitivity to change of
temperature (capacity) reactor.

Nowadays PDSR, operating on excess of temperatures are the most distributed. They
can be divided into devices of gravitational and compulsory input of an absorber in an core.

As a rule, PSDR working elements with compulsory input of an absorber work in
result of temperature expansion of a firm body or liquid [1,6]. During their use it is possible to
lower probability wedging of an absorber when the core is deforming, but known devices are
unwieldy, massive and, as a consequence, have essential sluggishness and bring appreciable
changes in a design and material structure of reactor.

PSDR of a gravitational type are placed, as a rule, on an exit from core of nuclear
reactor and them temperature-dependent element is washed by coolant. When the coolant
temperature is higher extreme allowable there is the operation of an element and clearing of
an neutron absorber, which is lowered under own weight in a core, translating it in subcritical
condition. The given type of devices is sensitive to increase of temperature on an exit from
core in all accident with unbalance of a ratio of capacity and charge and now days is
developed the most heavily.

Nowadays PDSR, operating on excess of a temperatures are the most distributed.
There are several groups of this devices: magnitude, including Curie point; expend on heating
of firm body; effect of shape remember; melting; volume expend of fluid.

Now, the majority of perspective passive devices shutdown reactors PDSR use the
working elements with fusible inserts and sylphons [1].

The interest to the technical decisions with fusible inserts is explained by a simplicity
of construction and high operating reliability. Among defects, limiting their application, there
is a great response time, stipulated by slow plastic deformation of the fusible element.

The wide using of sylphon working elements is explained by follow its advantage:
- sylphons are used in a different branches of industry, including atomic energetic, as a

separator of media, packing elements, load-bearing units in medium, which does not result
in corrosion of sylphon material;

- stainless steel sylphons are used in a wide temperature range and at temperature -600 C

offer rather high resource of trouble-free operation (-10% of resource at 20 C) [7].
- there are an extensive experimental data connecting sylphon characteristics (stroke,

resource) with environmental parameters (temperature, pressure, neutron fluence) and
parameters of sylphon by itself (diameter, number and thickness of the plies, number of
corrugations).

The spent expert estimation of the characteristics of PDSR various types has shown,
that now, with reference to fast reactors, sylphons with working substance, increasing volume
at melting are one of the most perfect, as have properties of limiting, generation of significant
efforts and multi-channel [7]. Based on the analysis of perspective passive emergency
protection systems for reactor of BN-600 type the construction of the system, operating on
several physical principles on an excess of limiting temperature of outlet sodium was
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developed. Construction includes positive moments of existing systems of a similar type, first
of all, sylphon and fusible ones.

PDSR is located in the subassembly head of passive accident protection (PAP) -
simulator of fuel assembly and is washed by outlet sodium flow from the assembly (see

Fig. 1). The PDSR construction is presented in Fig. 2.
The system consists on releasing device with grabs holding an neutron absorber,

sylphon working element PDSR works (lets off an absorber) at given increase of sodium
temperature above nominal (570 - 600 °C). The PDSR operation should prevent boiling of
sodium in reactor in conditions heaviest anticipated accident of reactor BN-600 (800) with a
stop of 1 contour pumps, refusal of active protective systems and extraction of a absorbing rod
by efficiency 0,24% AK/K c by the maximum speed with bottom position.

If environmental temperature exceeds the critical value (620-670 C), system comes
into action - the grab is pushed out from the case and releases neutron absorber. The system
operates under action of the several independent factors:
- Temperature-sensitive substance melts (for example, aluminium, magnesium or antimony),

first of all over sylphon contour, corrugations and ends of which are released, and under the
effect of high-temperature spring the sylphon is extended by the length needed to open
grabs and to discharge absorber to the core.

- Temperature-sensitive substance increases its volume due to interphase transition and
volumetric temperature expansion.

The use of several independent passive force factors increases the operational
reliability of the system, that allows reactor shut-down to be performed in the event of out-of-
design accident and safety of Nuclear Power Plant to be improved.

3. PREDICTION OF MELTING TIME FOR WORKING BODY WITHIN SYLPHON

Sylphon under consideration is a complex geometrical area. Really, the hydrodynamics
and heat transfer in such an area represent combined processes. In first approximation we
shall consider heat transfer in a liquid, flowing between two coaxial cylinders (see Fig. 3).

As the length of sylphon is not large (-0,1 m), dependence of melting time on the
height of sylphon system shall be ignored. Radius of corrugations is taken as external radius.
The problem is to solve the set of heat conduction differential equations:

where i = 1,2,3,4.
The indexes (1, 2, 3, 4) in equations concern, respectively, to the sylphon cladding,

liquid and solid phases of melting material and insert. An index "5" - area of coolant flo, rs -
border between phases.

Initial temperature condition:
11=0 = To (2)

where To is the coolant temperature.

Boundary conditions are condition of conjunction :

=T 2 L (3)
Re

dr
dT2

= A2" (4)

r = Tmelt. (5)
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X- dT2

X

dr

5T3

= A,3 dr
pq

rs

dx

dr
— XA

dr

(6)

(7)

(8)

rc

Boundary conditions

, 5 T 4

dr = 0
r=0

-X,
dr

= a(T5-T,(RK))

(9)

(10)

RK

were T5 is the coolant temperature; q is the specific heat of phase transition.

Heat transfer coefficient is given by the relation:

<x = NuX5/(RL - R k )

Nu is defined according to the well-known relation unilateral heat transfer in liquid
metal:

where
= 6.+0.02(RePr)0.8

Re = W , Pr=0.0044

W - is the coolant velocity, v - is the kinematic viscosity.
Ignoring heat capacity of solid phase and insert, and assuming, that the quasi-steady-

state temperature distribution is realised in liquid during melting, we receive the following
equation for the rate of interface motion:

dTs
qp- dx

2(Rc-rs) 2aRK

(RK-RC) J
R ^ 2X2

(11)

with initial condition:

rsl t=0 = Rc (12)

Working out the (11) at T5 = const, we receive relation for the melting time:

qp

(T5- 1

(13)

Taking into account, that rmax =(RC - r c ) , the relationship for melting time is the

following one:
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t =
Inn

q P

(T5 -
[Rc2-r§]: 2a RK

( R K - R C )

2\
(14)

In the event rc-*0, we have:

qp ( i _

(T5-Trae,,)l2aRK
tmelt ~~ + •

(RK-Rc)
(15)

Analysis of the (13) - (15) has shown that melting time is in proportion to specific heat
of phase transition and density of working body. Increase in temperature difference
(T5 - Tmelt), thermal conductivity of a material of working body, coolant velocity results in
reduction of melting time, i.e. reduction of response time of a working element. The
dependence of melting time on geometry of sylphon system has more complex character,
which can be defined by numerical calculation.

The set of differential equations (1) with boundary conditions (2) - (10) is
approximated by finite differences, much as the approach represented [10]. Algebraic system
is solved by sweep method.

4.CALCULATING RESULTS
WORKING ELEMENTS

OF DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SYLPHON

The analysis performed has shown, that with consideration for requirements on the

melting temperature of a working body of PDSR sylphon elements (670°C > Tmejt > 620°C)

attention must be given to aluminum, magnesium and antimony. Some main parameters of
these substances are indicated in Table I.

TABLE I. SOME PARAMETERS OF PERSPECTIVE SUBSTANCES TO USE
WORKING BODY IN PDSR [11,12,13]

Material

Al

ig
Sb

Tmelt

(°C)

660,2
650

630,5

P
(g/cnp)

2,69
1,74
6,69

q
(kJ/mol)

10,8
8,56
20,1

p-g

(kJ/cm3)

1.08
0.61
2.64

Ymelt

0,048...0,071
0,034...0,041
-0,009...0,015

(W/m-K)
6=1000E

93
84
27

ASA

P
(lO^K"1)
6=1000E

113
380
122

The choice of characteristic parameters is explained by the following circumstances:
- the melt time of working substance t ~ q-p and decreases with growth A,;

- size of lengthening h~ymeit, where ymeit = [ — _
melt

dh
- speed of lengthening — ~ y melt /qp.

Coefficient p characterizes intensity of inclusion of the following operation channel,
connected to temperature volumetric expansion of liquid substance. We shall note fact, that
meanings ymeit for aluminium, magnesium and the antinomies on various sources much differ.
At further estimations average meanings - 0,060 for aluminium and 0,037 for magnesium are
accepted.

From results in Table 1 given in view of a ratio (2) it is necessary to expect, that the
elements with magnesium will have smaller sluggishness, and elements with aluminium -
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large lengthening; the speed of lengthening for both substances is about identical. Elements
with antimony it will be essential to concede on the basic characteristics.

The settlement estimations of size of sylphon lengthening were carried out at the
following assumptions:
- sylphon is completely filled by liquid metal;
- size shrinkage porosity of aluminium 0,3 %, linear shrinkage 1,8 % [14];
- the change of substance volume at melt occurs only at the expense of increase of length

sylphon.
Under the above-stated conditions the settlement lengthening sylphon in length 100

mm with aluminium at ymeit=:0,06 has made size ~ 4 mm, if to accept, that shrinkage at
magnesium same as well as aluminium, lengthening sylphon with magnesium will make ~ 1,6
mm.

The maximum effort, generated sylphon at lengthening was estimated proceeding from
allowable internal pressure and, for example, for sylphon 16-20-0,16x2 STD 21744-83 has
made size ~ 37,5 kg.

In Table II results of accounts of melt time of a working body in sylphon are resulted.
The account was carried out for the linear law of temperature change of the coolant, that
corresponds to a mode of anticipated accident. The variants of account got out according to
the mathematical theory of experiment planning (orthogonal two-level two-factor plan with a
control point).

TABLE II. THE MELT TIME IN THREE-PLIES SYLPHON ( A = 0,48MM), D = 18 MM,
SINCE THE ANTICIPATED ACCIDENT ARISING

dT/dt
(K/c)

30
20
20
25

W
(m/s)

2
10
2
6

r=0
8,5
10,2
11,0
9,1

Aluminium
înternal = 6 m m

5,3
6,5
7,1
5,6

Time
(s)

r = 0
6,5
7,9
8,5
7,0

Magnesium
rimemai= 6 m m

4,4
5,4
5,9
4,7

The beginning time of the sodium melt in the case of the most anticipated accident
dT

BN-600 reactor ( — = 30 K/c) is ~ 12.6 c. The melting time of substance in corrugations is
dt

r=rmtemai, r=0 - the complete melt of substance in sylphon.
The equation of regression are identical and have a form:

for aluminium:
^meit5A.(r = 0) = 9.0- 1.2Xl - 0.3x2, (16)

for magnesium:
: meltMg

11 meitMg'

(r = 0) = 7 .1-0 .9x , -02x 2 ,

= 6) = 4.8-0.7x,-0.2x2 ,

(17)

were
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From data resulted in Table II follows, that for various anticipated accident time of
PDSR operation will be essential (almost twice) less time of a beginning of sodium boiling.
However, the data resulted in Table II have estimated character and experimental confirmation
of operation time and size of a sylphon course of PDSR working elements is necessary.

The experimental study of the sylphon characteristics of working elements was spent
on specially made liquid-metal installation (see Fig. 4).

In experiments at the first cycle lengthening of 2,4 mm was observed, that is close
settlement meaning (2,8 mm). Beginning from the second cycle after sylphon cooling up to
450 °C sylphon was shortened up to an initial condition and stably was extended at repeated
cycles (15 cycles) on 1,8 mm. The time of achievement of the maximum sylphon lengthening
made 5 s, the lengthening speed about constant.

Comparing experiments results with account data on sluggishness and the sylphon
lengthening can make a conclusion, that despite of a number of initial data ymeit were not
define, they are in the satisfactory consent and the developed techniques can be used for
estimated accounts of developed devices.

After tests the sylphon was visually surveyed. Leakage of aluminium and corrosion
traces is not found out. Residual axial deformation of sylphon is marked.

The spent researches have confirmed serviceability of the offered technical decision
and have allowed to reveal lacks of a design - first of all axial deformation and small size of a
working course, that complicates development simple and reliably working PDSR.

The carried out studies have shown expediency of transition from the sylphon working
element to a design as "sylphon-container". The basic advantage of the latter is large size of a
working course at melt of substance and its further temperature volumetric expansion. The
given design represents also opportunity of regulation of a working course by change of the
relation of sylphon and container volumes.

The "sylphon-container" design has much higher axial stability. In an offered design
easier questions of accommodation of a high-temperature spring are decided. The PDSR
circuit with three working elements as "sylphon-container" is resulted on Fig. 2. Presence of
three working elements allows to use substances with different melt temperature and raises
reliability of operation.

For account of the elements type as "sylphon-container" characteristics a technique of
account of sylphon working elements was modernized. The complex geometry was replaced
by system of coaxial cylinders. The account of lengthening was made from a ratio of volumes
balance. Thus it was supposed, that sylphon does not begin to be extended up to complete
melt of substance in corrugations. The text of the program is written in language a Fortran and
realizes the numerical decision of system of the equations (1).

Study of dependence of the characteristics (sluggishness, size of a working course)
working elements from geometry (diameter, length of sylphon and container) and operational
factors (speed, rate of growth of temperature of the coolant) is spent. Mathematical models,
describing dependence a testimonial from geometry of design are received.
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FIG.4 Scheme of liquid metal experiment installation for PDSR test

The mathematical models for aluminium are adequate and look like:
r(h=2mm)=3,71+0,22-xr0,78-x2-0,33-X3+0,07-xrX2+0,24-xrx3-0,18-x2-X3-

-0,49-Xi-x2-x3

T(h=5 mm)=7,03+0,96-xi-l,38-X2-l,00-X3+0,22-xi-X2+0,20-xrX3-0,27-x2-X3 -

-0,53-XrX2-x3
(19)

hmax=12,l-3,20-Xi+5,10-X2+2J60-X3-l,70-xi-X2-l,10-Xi-X3+l,70-X2-x3-0,50-Xi-xrX3, (20)

where
f+1, D s = 16mm5

X l = { - 1 , Ds=llmm;
J+1,DC =28mm,

Xz = {-1, Dc = 16mm;
J+1, lc = 80mm,

X 3 = ( - l , lc=40mm.

The accounts are carried out at y meit=0,06, ls + lc =100 mm, d % t =30K/s and

W = 2 m/s.
The adequacy of models is checked by comparison with data of accounts in zero points

of the plan: 3,7 and 3,8 with, 7,0 and 7,1 with, 12,1 and 12,4 mm, accordingly.
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The experimental substantiation of lengthening size is carried out on breadboard
models working elements as (Ds=16 mm, lc—44 mm, Dc=28 mm, ls=50 mm). Improvement of
technology of manufacturing of working elements as "sylphon-container" has allowed to
reduce influence of shrinkage at crystallization. By warming up breadboard models was made
in the furnace. The comparison results of the given experiments with results of estimations on
model (7) are resulted on Fig. 5. We shall note the good consent of the given measurements
and modeling, that proves applicability of developed techniques and mathematical models for
estimated accounts of the characteristics of PDSR working elements.
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FIG. 5 Independent PDSR lengthening of temperature
#, Aluminium (experiment, calculation)

o , Magnesium (experiment, calculation)

CONCLUSIONS.

Is reasonable perspective to use the effect of volume increase at melt of substance for
creation of accident protection devices on a level of temperature, including passive devices of
an emergency stop nuclear reactor.

PDSR of an offered type have a number of advantages before known: threshold
character of operation, generation of significant efforts, low sensitivity to the operational
factors (including a neutron fluence), reliability of operation and simplicity of a design.

Carried out calculated and experimental research in a substantiation of PDSR for
reactor BN-600 have shown, that:
- in quality of temperature-sensitive substance expediently to use aluminium or magnesium;
- corrosion stability of steel sylphon under PDSR operating conditions is experimentally

reasonable;
- techniques of account sluggishness and lengthening of working elements as sylphon and

"sylphon-container" are developed, mathematical models for an estimation of the element
characteristics are received;

- serviceability of a sylphon design is experimentally shown, demonstrated that the small
influence will complicate creation of PDSR with elements of the given type;

- carried out calculated and experimental study of characteristics of the working elements as
"sylphon-container" has shown, that they have number of advantages beforesylphon, first
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of all greater size and variable of a working course, and also opportunity to use the
substances with small increase of volume at melt;

- the characteristics of perspectiv working elements (time of operation 3-e-8 with at a course
2-4-5 mm) provide a passive emergency stop of reactor in a case of the heaviest script of
development of anticipated accident prior to the beginning of sodium boiling.
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